How: Literature Overview
• Implicit distance functions -Locally approximate the distance function by blending primitives.
-Globally approximate the distance function by volumetric propagation.
• Propagation based (region growing) methods
• Voronoi / Delaunay geometric constructs -Incremental surface-oriented.
-Volume-oriented.
Many methods have additional assumptions in addition to unorganized points:
-Surface normal: imply knowing the surface locally.
-Surface enclose a volume (distance field): a strong global information.
How we solve it: Find an Inverse of Sampling:
Relate the sampled surface with the underlying (unknown) surface and try to invert (recover) the sampling process… How: Overview of Our Approach (2D) Not many clues from the assumed loose input constraints.
• Work on the shape itself to recover the sampling process.
Key ideas:
• Relate the sampled shape with the underlying (unknown) surface by a sequence of shape deformations (growing from samples).
• Represent (2D) shapes by their medial "shock graphs". [Kimia et al.] • Handle shock transitions across different shock topologies to recover gaps.
How: Sampling / Meshing as Deformations
We consider the removing of a patch from the surface as a Gap Transform.
2D:
Schematic view of sampling: infinitesimal holes grows, remaining are the samples.
3D:
How: Medial Scaffolds for 3D Shapes • Recover a mesh (connectivity) structure by using Medial Axis transitions modelled via the Medial Scaffold (MS).
-Meshing as shape deformations in the 'shape space'.
• The Medial Scaffold of a point cloud includes both the symmetries due to sampling and the original object symmetries.
-Rank order Medial Scaffold edits (gap transforms) to "segregate" and to simulate the recovery of sampling.
Shock Segregation [Leymarie, PhD'02] Meshed Surface + Organized MA
Object symmetry Sampling recovery Enough theory…
Here is how we order symmetries (and thus gap transforms) in practice.
• Consider Gap Transforms on all A 1 3 shock curves in a ranked-order fashion:
-best-first (greedy) with error recovery.
• Cost reflects:
-Likelihood that a shock curve (triangle) represents a surface patch. -Consistency in the local context (neighboring triangles).
-Allowable (local surface patch) topology. How we order gap transforms:
• Favor small "compact" triangles.
• Favor recovery in "nice" (simple) areas, e.g., away from ridges, corners, necks.
• Favor simple local continuity (similar orientation).
• Favor simple local topologies (2D manifold).
• The side of smaller shock radius is more salient.
Surface meshed from confident regions toward the sharp ridge region.
R R unbounded

Estimate the Sampling Scale
Distribution of the A 1 3 -2 radii of all shock curves corresponding to:
All triangles in the original Stanford bunny mesh.
All triangles of shock curves of type I and type II in the (full) Medial
Scaffold of the point cloud.
The median of the A 1 3 -2 distribution (d med ) approximates its peak.
The maximum expected triangle size (d max ) can be estimated from shock radius distribution analysis.
Cost Reflecting Local Context & Topology
Cost to reflect smooth continuity of edge-adjacent triangles:
Point data courtesy of Ohtake et al.
Typology of triangles sharing an edge:
Typology of mesh vertex topology
Strategy in the Greedy Meshing Process
Problem: Local ambiguous decisions errors.
Solutions:
• Multi-pass greedy iterations
First construct confident surface triangles without ambiguities.
• Postpone ambiguous decisions -Delay related candidate Gap Transforms close in rank, until additional supportive triangles (built in vicinity) are available. -Delay potential topology violations.
• Error recovery -For each Gap Transform, re-evaluate cost of both related neighboring (already built) & candidate triangles.
-If cost of any existing triangle exceeds top candidate, undo its Gap Transform.
Queue of ordered triangles Summary of Our Approach
• We relate an object and its sampling by navigating the "shape space" (of deformations).
• We organize this navigation by gap transforms on the Medial Scaffold.
• We select a path by ordering these transforms and allowing for error recovery.
Show Time!
• Some results
• Other issues: • Performance similar to other recent Delaunay filtering methods.
Conclusions
• Surface reconstruction from point clouds.
-Handle a great variety of surfaces of practical interest.
-With little restrictions on input.
• Mesh surface by applying min. cost Gap Transforms in best-first manner, considering:
-Geometrical suitability of candidate Delaunay triangles.
-Shock type, shock curve radius.
-Continuity from neighbors.
-Mesh topology.
• Multiple-pass greedy algorithm with error recovery.
• Potential to handle arbitrarily large datasets.
Future Work & Discussions
• Additional Shock Transforms to handle all shock transitions.
-Better greedy error recovery.
-Medial Axis regularization: application to shape manipulation, segmentation, recognition.
• Surface meshing: theoretical guarantees.
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